Long term results after surgical basal cell carcinoma excision in the eyelid region
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Abstract

Aims—To evaluate the data for patients with basal cell carcinoma (BCC) in the eyelid region, to demonstrate histologically controlled tumour excision, and to prove the efficacy of the treatment on the basis of long term observations.

Methods—Retrospective analysis of 382 microscopically controlled BCC excisions in the eyelid apparatus (350 patients) in a follow up study over 5.7 (SD 1.1) years. Tumour location, tumour size, and histological results were recorded. The same procedure was followed for recurrences. Follow up examinations were carried out 1, 3, 6, and 12 months after the operation, and then annually for a further 4 years or longer.

Results—A recurrence rate of 5.36% was observed after the primary operation. 60.3% of first recurrences occurred in the medial canthus, 41.2% showed in depth extension, and sclerosing types were overly represented at 35.3%. After the second operation the recurrence rate increased to 14.7% and reached 50% after a third and fourth operation.

Conclusions—The greatest risk of recurrence exists for BCCs of the medial canthus with in depth extension, and for sclerosing types. The recurrence rate increases after every operation. For high risk cases, consideration should be given to adjuvant treatment such as radiotherapy.

(Br J Ophthalmol 1999;83:85–88)

Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the commonest skin cancer of the eyelid, accounting for 80–90% of cases. The most important risk factors for BCC are fair skin, inability to tan, and chronic exposure to sunlight. BCC generally grows slowly, invading and destroying the adjacent tissues; it rarely metastasises. Aggressive types of BCC are occasionally observed, especially in young patients. The various types of treatment described in the literature include surgical excision, cryotherapy, radiotherapy, laser surgery, and photodynamic therapy.

This study involved exclusively surgical excision with microscopic control of the wound margins. The technique of removing all histologically visible tumour was first described in 1941 by Frederick Mohs. The original procedure using zinc chloride paste was too destructive for periocular tissues and was therefore replaced by cryosurgery. Free autologous skin transplants are necessary for covering the wounds resulting from removal of extended tumours. The literature describes several methods for ensuring primary healing of the transplant. The technique using pressure bandages was introduced in 1966 by Mustarde and in 1979 Metha developed a suture technique for free transplants that secures the contact with the wound bed. The introduction in the early 1980s of fibrin sealing for skin transplants was a fundamental innovation which has since become the standard technique for wound covering of free autologous skin transplants.

Subjects and methods

PATIENTS AND TUMOUR CLASSIFICATION

This study involved the evaluation of 382 radical BCC excisions in the eyelid region (350 patients) carried out between 1980 and 1993. Fifty two of these patients underwent primary surgical tumour excision at other hospitals and were then assigned to our hospital for treatment of the recurrences. Clinical and macroscopic diagnosis was carried out. In cases of widespread and infiltrating tumours the extension was verified by echography, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging for purposes of planning the operation.

Tumour localisation was classified as upper or lower lid and medial or lateral canthus. The BCCs were divided according to macroscopically or echographically measured tumour size into the groups 1–4 mm, 5–9 mm, 10–14 mm, 15–19 mm, and 20 mm or larger. Tumours growing deeply into the orbicularis oculi muscle are strictly classified as BCCs with an in depth extension. Histological results were divided into three groups corresponding to the literature. The histological patterns of BCC are determined by the relative amounts of cellular and stromal elements and by the extent of cellular differentiation.

First group

Nodular BCC, clinically the most common type of BCC, is characterised by relatively undifferentiated cells and tumour masses containing a small proportion of connective tissue. Nodular BCC appears histologically in a solid, keratotic or adenoidal form. In solid types the peripheral cell layer of the tumour mass shows a characteristic palisade arrangement. Keratotic types are characterised by parakeratotic cells and horn cysts in addition to undifferentiated cells. The adenoid BCC resembles gland-like structures and the tumour has a mucoid appearance.
Second group
Sclerosing (morphoea-like) BCC—The histological pattern is determined by a high proportion of fibrous stroma. Tumour cells form strands which often penetrate deeply into the dermis. Furthermore, sclerosing BCC is characterised by the loss of palisade formation, especially in the deeper lying parts of the tumour.

Third group
Superficial multicentric BCC shows irregular proliferation of tumour tissue attached to the underside of the epidermis. In most cases there is little penetration into the dermis. The peripheral cell layer of the tumour formation shows palisading.

SURGICAL TECHNIQUE
The operation was performed under local anaesthesia in 375 cases; general anaesthesia was necessary in six cases because of the extent of the tumour. Our technique corresponds to the principles of Mohs’s micrographic surgery.10 18 19 The first step is resection of the macroscopically visible tumour. The next critical step is the excision of thin layers of tissue circumferential to the debulking defect. All specimens must be marked with sutures in order to indicate their in situ position. The specimens are taken to the histopathological laboratory where frozen sections tangential to the surgical margin are prepared using a microtome and then stained. The results of microscopic examination are reported to the operating theatre as quickly as possible and used for deciding whether additional tissue resections are necessary. Wound closure should not be performed until total removal of the tumour has been verified histologically. The desired primary skin closure after tumour excision may be achieved by undermining the wound margins if the suture tension does not restrict the eyelid function. If the tumour was extensive, primary skin closure is often impossible. In such cases we used skin transplants from the upper lid or the postauricular region.

POSTOPERATIVE EXAMINATION
Routinely, macroscopic clinical examinations were carried out 1, 3, 6, and 12 months after the operation. Further examinations took place annually for a further 4 years or longer. The mean follow up period for the patients was 5.7 (SD 1.1) years.

Results
The ratio of female to male patients was 1.4:1 (204 and 146). The mean age of the female patients was 69.0 years; that of the male patients was 67.1 years.

The primary tumour locations were distributed as follows: 196 cases (56.0%) on the lower lid, 95 cases (27.1%) on the medial canthus, 29 cases (8.3%) on the upper lid, 30 cases (8.6%) on the lateral canthus (Fig 1A).

The size of the BCCs at diagnosis were distributed as follows: 1–4 mm in 19.1% (57 patients), 5–9 mm in 40.9% (122 patients), 10–14 mm in 20.5% (61 patients), 15–19 mm

in 9.1% (27 patients), 20 mm or more in 6.7% (20 patients), BCC with in depth extension in 3.7% (11 patients) (Fig 1B).

The histological types of the primary tumour were distributed as follows: sclerosing in 14.4% (43 patients), nodular types in 73.5% (219 patients), and superficial multicentric types in 12.1% (36 patients) (Fig 1C).

Primary wound closure was possible in 333 cases. In this group neither wound infections nor other complications of wound healing were
observed. In the remaining 49 cases the wound covering was performed by free autologous transplant using the fibrin sealing technique. This method was simple to use. Complications such as infection were not observed.

For the group of 298 cases whose primary operation was performed at our hospital, the recurrence rate was 5.36% (16 patients). The locations of the 68 first recurrences (16 patients first operated at our hospital and 52 patients referred to our hospital for first recurrent surgery) were distributed as follows: 60.3% (41 patients) on the medial canthus, 22.0% (15 patients) on the lower lid, 11.8% (eight patients) on the upper lid, 5.9% (four patients) on the lateral canthus (Fig 2A).

Of these first recurrences, 41.2% (28 patients) showed an in depth extension, 4.4% (three patients) had a tumour size of 1–4 mm, 8.8% (six patients) of 5–9 mm, 14.7% (10 patients) of 10–14 mm, 14.7% (10 patients) of 15–19 mm and 16.2% (11 patients) of 20 mm or greater (Fig 2B).

Histological analysis of the 68 first recurrences revealed the sclerosing type of BCC in 35.3% (24 patients), nodular types in 55.9% (38 patients), and superficial multicentric types in 8.8% (six patients) (Fig 2C).

In the group of 68 secondary operations the recurrence rate was 14.7% (10 patients). In seven of these 10 patients the recurrent tumour was located on the medial canthus, in five cases the tumour possessed an in depth extension and seven of these 10 recurrences were classified as sclerosing.

In the 10 patients requiring a third operation, a recurrence was diagnosed in four cases. Three of these four recurrences were in the medial canthus, two showed an in depth extension, and all were of the sclerosing type.

In the final group of four patients requiring a fourth operation, two recurrences occurred during the follow up period, were located on the medial canthus, showed an in depth extension, and were classified as sclerosing.

Discussion
The introduction of microscopically controlled tumour excision by Mohs in 1941 and the further development of the cryogenic technique have led to considerable improvements in surgical tumour excision. According to previously published reports, residual tumours remain in the margins of resection after up to 50% of surgical BCC excisions performed without histological control.

The great majority of patients with a BCC in the lid region are over 60 years old, the most common location being the lower lid. In most of the cases the tumour size at diagnosis was flat and between 5 and 9 mm: 73% of the BCCs are histologically classified as nodular types.

Our follow up period involving examinations 1, 3, 6, and 12 months after the operation and then annually for a further 4 years, is in accordance with the literature recommendation.

A recurrence rate of 5.36% was observed for the 298 patients undergoing histologically controlled tumour resection in our hospital. Close cooperation with the pathologist and uninterrupted preparation of the layered sections are important factors in ensuring that the histological results can be relied on. Surgical instruments which have previously been used for tumour debulking must not be reused. Excision of the layered segments must be carried out using a separate set of instruments.

It is evident from the group of 68 first recurrences that a BCC on the medial canthus is more likely to recur than one located anywhere else in the lid region (Fig 2A). This may be due to the complex anatomy of the medial canthal region.
tendon, of the canalicular system, and of the orbital septal attachments. Not only are these predisposed to early in depth extension of the tumour, but the lacrimal drainage system induces the surgeon to be more cautious during tumour excision than is the case at other locations in the lid region. Analysis of the tumour extension also reveals that most recurrences are associated with in depth excision (Fig 2B). A possible explanation would be that precise excision of a thin layer of tissue for microscopic control is easier at the periphery than underneath the debulking defect resulting from primary tumour excision.

A total of 14.4% of the group of histologically evaluated primary tumours were sclerosing BCCs compared with 35.3% of the group of 68 primary recurrences. This indicates that the sclerosing type has a higher potential for recurrence compared with other types.

After the first reoperation, the recurrence rate increases from 5.36% to 14.7%. This may indicate that the recurrent tumours consist of cells with a greater invasive potential. This “surgical selection” of aggressive tumour cell types would also explain the increase in the recurrence rate after the second and third reoperation. The evaluation of recurrences after the first reoperation confirms that the greatest risk of recurrence exists for BCCs in the medial canthus, for those with an in depth extension, and for the sclerosing type. The recurrence rate increases to 50% for patients who have undergone a second or third operation. Analysis of these recurrences confirms yet again the critical factors of medial canthus, in depth extension, and sclerosing type.

The fibrin sealing technique proved to be an easy method for fixing autologous transplants and since its introduction has replaced other techniques such as pressure bandages12 and sutures.13 In addition to the practical advantages of the fibrin sealing technique, good cosmetic results have also been achieved.

In our opinion microscopic control of the wound margins ought to become standard practice in the surgical treatment of BCC. Correct diagnosis at an early stage permits tumour eradication in accordance with Mohs, preserving functionally important tissues, and allowing primary wound closure with resultant simplification of the surgical procedure. Routine ophthalmological examinations should therefore be used as an opportunity to detect lesions in the eyelid region, especially with patients over 60. It should be borne in mind that surgical excision of a BCC in the median canthus or with in depth extension is a sophisticated procedure. This applies particularly to recurrence excisions. In high risk cases—for example, a recurrent operation in the medial canthus with a histologically evaluated sclerodermiform type confirmed by the primary excision—the application of adjuvant radiotherapy should be considered.

17 Walter P. Laser histopathology of the skin. 7th ed. pp 622–34.
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